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I find the stories and mysteries of the distant past fascinating, but The Committee does not, as you 

might soon read.  

Q: Esteemed Committee, I believe the general public has enthusiasm for old mysteries explained, 

also reflected here by reader questions and reactions. I personally find such information at least 

interesting, if not fascinating when I run across it. What causes such intense interest? 

C:  Social training & exposure on top of your soul’s natural knowledge of yourself. The temporary 

blockages you all install in preparation for incarnation, create the urge to know about Earth, because the 

urge to refer to yourself is permanent.  

Q: Does the Earth time illusion play a part? 

C: This off-surface illusion, simultaneously an on-surface reality and fact, combine to create the 

urge to explain the unknown. This is a key part of the incarnation process; an experience Heaven does 

not offer. Desiring to know what cannot be explained creates a perspective so valuable for and to your 

soul’s growth and development, that incarnation candidates place this feature at or near the top of their 

list.  

Q: Is this always a good idea, to seek answers to the urge to know? 

C: No. In Heaven you can know any and everything. Limiting this ability provides opportunity 

unavailable in a total information environment. Humans need not be taught to show love, affection or 

acceptance either, it occurs naturally. The absence is the exception, teaching things which benefit a soul 

so much we cannot and do not attempt a description. 

Likewise, limiting what can be known does not curb the urge, desire and in many cases longing for 

knowledge, information and answers.  

Q: What about the distant past? 

C: It is irrelevant personally and generally also collectively. The collective effect only matters 

anyway if it affects you the individual. Sympathy, empathy and voluntary assistance given to other 

humans affected by things which you do not suffer, can be a positive aspect. 

Q: If it’s irrelevant, why does the intense interest happen? 

C: It does not seem irrelevant, quite to the contrary the information seems valuable right now. 

Q: Knowing where Mohammad ate, Jesus crapped and Buddha slept are things many, many people 

who love to know if they could be convinced the information were authentic, true & accurate. Why does 

it matter regarding a person who lived ten, twenty or thirty centuries ago?  

C: It doesn’t.  

Q: Asking about the pyramids in Egypt? 

C: Purposeless entertainment, which in many cases is a contradiction or an oxymoron. 

Entertainment can serve wonderful purposes. The information we provide is an area of human thinking 

which suffers equally or even more, from the confusions and distractions involved in entertainment. 

Q: What are the confusions and distractions? 

C: Limitations of time create them. Not everything can be done simultaneously in the time  

 



environment, thus choice gains meaning. Where time doesn’t exist, it isn’t a limitation, all things can be 

explored, nothing is lost, no opportunity escapes, no chances get away. As you all know well, life on 

Earth is the opposite. What a human chooses to do incurs a cost of choice, something else cannot be 

done because of the activity chosen. 

Seeking information from us which cannot be applied by you to enhance your understanding of this life 

in this incarnation, is mere entertainment. Allow us a religious example for comparison. 

Reading advice from a long dead leader, so you are told, is what might appears in a book you read. This 

can be and often is extremely valuable, if this advice can be followed by you and doing so leads to an 

improvement you detect.  

Focusing on the leader’s life, experiences, details and other personal matters provide no help to you, but 

they seem interesting, do they not? 

Q: What’s wrong with knowing about Egyptian pyramid construction? 

C: They serve no human purpose. Humans have taken a most twisted route involving alien 

extraterrestrial presence, making the pyramids useless. Humans now provide much bigger and easier to 

follow beacons than were useful at the time one hundred sixty centuries ago when these structures 

were built. 

Q: Did the Atlantis Civilization provide technology caused “beacons” such as humans do nowdays? 

C: More.  

Q: Please then tell us what we should know and ask from you, about human life today? 

C: You should ask and know what serves your purpose today and tomorrow. For a human who is 

not clear with her/himself about what this should be, we prescribe deep thought alone, without 

distractions. Look at the mountains, the horizon across the sea, the far edge of the field or anything in 

nature around you. Look at what unfolds before you, think about what you would like, need or want to 

know. Your Guardian Angel Guides will flood your thoughts with theirs, as fast as you would like. They 

will explain in detail to you what you could, should and would know to this end.  

Q: We should not ask about the distant past? 

C: Or the past of anything before your life. This does not mean to ignore human history, known 

facts or established details; study of this material & information is valuable. What we mean is, set aside 

the question about the mysterious, supremely interesting detail about the fascinating unknown, in order 

to re-focus your inquiry into a question the answer to which will help improve your life now, tomorrow 

and the day after.  

Pursue entertainment once done. Have your dessert after eating your vegetables, many of you might 

remember having heard.  

Q: Is this why we don’t get information about criminality? 

C: Partially but the principal reason is that such accurate information would cause law 

enforcement to attempt conversion of the person providing the information into a full time source. 

Soon the medium would be required to provide unlimited detail of every offense and perpetrator. In the 

interim, such medium would become a suspect in the same offenses, because of the information.  

Worse, the identity of the medium would become public knowledge, making her/him/them the target of 

a pre-emptive strike.  

Most of all, the life purpose(s) of the incident, event or occurrence, serving the life plan of the people 

involved, would be set back or even undermined badly.  

 



We have zero authority and even less inclination to distort the unfolding of a soul’s incarnated life plan.  

Q: The forecast timing of The Shift events is something nearly everyone wants to know. The reader 

who left critical comments was unhappy about timing or changes, and inaccurate predictions. 

C: The lure of no-free-will is strong, the mistaken idea of a fixed future which matches the fixed-in-

place aspect of the known past, are difficult to shake off. Taking responsibility or accountability, is a 

challenge for many a human.  We are reluctant to undermine the benefits of humans failures and 

achievement.  

Q: Thank you, Esteemed Committee. 

C: Our honor, once again. Be well. 


